
WEAVING WITH MILKBAGS

These instructions are for creating `stringers' from `fat loops'. 
Stringers are the prepared lengths used for both the vertical 
strips (the `warp') of the woven mat and the horizontal strips 
(the `weft') of the mat. Weaving instructions are on YouTube.

A. Cutting milkbags to make `fat loops'

1. Flatten the bag (`landscape' mode), making sure to pull out
    the bottom corners of the bag. 

2. Fold in half lengthwise and then a second time. 

3. Cut off the bottom of the bag and the raggedy top.

4. With the bag still folded, cut it in half.

5. Unfold the two halves, and each will be a `fat loop'.

6. Make a big stack of fat loops, dividing them into piles 
    of 3 or 7, depending on your frame size.* Roughly 300 will be 
    needed just for the vertical strips (the `warp') on the weaving frame.

 TIP: Make piles of  3 or 7 fat loops -- so you don't add too many to each 
stringer.

=====================================================
*A note on frames: there are many sizes being used, with different features 
and benefits. Finished mats in general are about 3ft wide and 5-6 ft long; 
frames will either yield one full-length mat, or two short ones, which are then 
lashed or sewn together.
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B. Joining fat loops to make `stringers'

1. Open a fat loop and then scrunch it. Do a second one.

     TIP: Scrunch up all 3 fat loops before you start chaining them.
 
2. Holding one scrunched loop vertically, pass the second
    one through it, horizontally. The shape looks like a capital letter
    `T', with the vertical loop on top of the horizontal one.

3. Coming from the bottom, bring your hand up into one side of the
    horizontal loop (left or right side, depending on your being left- or right-
    handed). Let the loop slide over your wrist.

4. Reaching across the top of the vertical loop, grab the other side
    of the same/horizontal loop. With the other hand, hold the bottom of 
    the vertical loop
   
5. Pull that side gently over the vertical loop and through the
    horizontal loop -- much as we do to string together elastic bands
    and then roll them into a ball. This is a chain or `stringer' -- right 
    now, it's a 2-loop chain.

6. Holding the 2-loop chain vertically, repeat steps 2 through 5. Make
    sure that, as you pull, the two sides of the loop stay even.  Now
    it's a 3-loop chain – and you're done.

7. You will need 40 of these stringers to load your frame – 40 stringers for
    40 screws.
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C. Loading stringers onto your frame

1. Starting from either the left or right side of the bar with screws,
    hook one end of one stringer around a screw. 

2. Pull it upwards and hook over the matching screw at the other
    end of the frame. Pull gently but firmly – the stringer should be taut.

3. If the stringer is too slack, tie a knot at the mid-point of the last loop, to
    shorten it. Again, pull gently but firmly and hook over the matching screw.

4. Continue loading the frame, one stringer for each set of matching screws,
    until all 40 screws have a stringer. 

D. Weaving your milkbag mat

Written instructions are not yet available for this document.

HOWEVER, there are many YouTube videos which are very instructive. 
One set of videos that is particular useful is entitled:

Weaving Milk Bag Mats on Compact Frame

by Danielle Duval-Conway. There are 4 videos. At present, there's a bit of a 
mix-up in titles but all four videos, regardless of their Part number, cover the 
different stages for weaving with milkbags. 
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